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Lecture 12
Neurotoxicity

Part I

ES/RP 531
Fundamentals of Environmental Toxicology

Instructor:  Allan Felsot
afelsot@tricity.wsu.edu

Fall 2005

Context:  Why Study Neurotoxicity?

• The pharmacodynamic action of most
insecticides is at the level of nerve function

• The ultimate biochemical receptors are at
different sites of the nerve cell

• Some insecticides are extremely persistent in
environment and in tissues
– These are banned from commercial use but

residues still bioaccumulate in the food web
• Modern insecticides are easily biodegradable

in the environment and easily metabolized
– But a number of commonly used insecticides have

very high acute toxicities against nontarget
invertebrates, aquatic and terrestrial vertebrates

Context:  Why Study Neurotoxicity

• In addition to the historical issues of neurotoxic
insecticides and acute toxicity to birds and fish,
concerns about neurodevelopmental toxicity
have grown
– Indeed, these have been addressed for humans in

the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996, a major
amendment to the Federal Insecticide Fungicide
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

• Historical concerns over neurotoxicological
effects of lead and mercury

• New concerns over potential
neurodevelopmental effects of PCBs and
PBDEs

Nerve Physiology

• Nerve function is remarkably conserved
across both invertebrates and
vertebrates
– Earliest knowledge of how nerves work

came from experiments using the squid
giant axon, which was several mm in
thickness

• Thus, toxicants that act at the level of
the nerve can potentially have adverse
effects across a wide spectrum of
organisms

Introduction to Nervous System & Nerve Physiology

• Rapid coordination in the body
• Electrically excitable cells (neurons)
• Generate electrical signals long distances

without degrading strength of signal
• Function similarly among all animals
• Basic structure

– Soma (cell body; contains nucleus; metabolic
maintenance of cell)

– Dendrites (receive & carry signal toward
soma)

– Axons (carry signal away from soma)
– Supporting cells (for ex., myelin sheath)

Organization of Nervous System
• Sensory neurons

– Transmit information collected from external stimuli
– Respond to stimuli inside body

• For ex., blood oxygen level, position of a joint,
orientation of the head

• Interneurons
– Link other neurons within the central nervous system

• Networked to exchange information and perform
complex “computations” leading to behavior (or thought)

Rabbit Retina
Interneurons
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• Motor neurons (motoneurons)
– Carry instructional signals to effector organs

• An effector is a cell, tissue, or organ that acts to
change the condition of an organism in
response to neuronal or hormonal signals

• For ex., contraction of muscles or secretions by
glands

Organization of Nervous System
• Neurons grouped into clusters in almost all phyla
• Typically, the cell bodies or soma are contained within

the central nervous system (CNS), which consists of a--
– Brain (located in the anterior position or head)
– Nerve cord (extends posteriorly along the body midline)

• Invertebrates have collections of neuronal somata called ganglia
along the nerve cord
– Control local regions of body
– Insects et al.  Ventral nerve cord (lies along ventral midline)

• Vertebrates have ganglia, but located outside the CNS
– Spinal cord = nerve cord (dorsal midline)

• Soma may lie in CNS but they send out long axons to
peripheral parts of body
– To collect sensory information
– To deliver motor signals that control the activity of muscles or

glands
• Supportive cells (structural, insulative, and metabolic)

– Glial cells

Organization of Nervous System

Organization of Nervous System--Invertebrate

Leech Crayfish

Abdominal
ganglia

Brain

Thoracic
ganglia

Ventral Nerve Cord

Note segmented nature of nervous system prevalent in invertebrates.

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s
Animal Physiology:  Mechanisms &
Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Organization of Nervous System--
Invertebrate Neuronal Circuit

• Afferent neuron carries
sensory information to
interneurons in the
CNS
– Afferent:  transporting or

conducting to a central
region

• Efferent neuron carries
processed information
to effector organs
– Efferent:  transporting or

conducting to the
periphery from a central
region

CNS

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Organization of Nervous System--
Vertebrates Maintain Segmental Structure

Frog Human

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002
“Eckert’s Animal Physiology:
Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th
Ed.”

Nerve Morphology

• Neuron (single cell)
– Cell body (contains nucleus)
– Branching fibers

• Axon
• Dendrites

– “Insulating” membrane or sheath called the
myelin

– Gap at nerve terminals called the synapse
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Nucleus

Cell Body

Axon

Dendrite
Synapse

Impulse
Direction

Synapse

Picture from Scientific American

Transmission of Nerve Signals--Overview

• Plasma membrane of soma and its dendrites receive “signals” from the
terminals of other neurons

• The “spike-initiating zone” (usually located at junction of the soma and
axon; a.k.a. axon hillock) integrates the input signals from many neurons

• Spike-initiating zone with sufficient input will initiate a change in plasma
membrane voltage potential and generate an action potential (AP)
– Action potentials are what are commonly thought of as the nerve

impulse or signal

Integration

Spike
Initiation

Impulse Conduction (AP)

Glial Cells
Forming Insulating

Myelin Sheath
Axon terminals

Soma
Dendrites

Direction of
signal conductance

Picture modified from Randall et al. 2002 Eckert’s Animal Physiology

Soma integrates multiple input signals from other nerves
that terminate at the dendrites and soma itself

Axon 
Hillock Axon

Dendrites

Nucleus of
Soma

Nerve terminals from
other neurons

Sufficient
incoming signals
trigger the AP at
the axon hillock
region.

The incoming
signals produce a
graded response,
but the AP is an
all-or-none
change in
membrane
potential.

Nerve Signal (Impulse) Conduction

• Because of the synapse, nerve signals only
travel one direction down the axon
– Nerve signal is actually an electric current that

moves along the axon until it reaches the synapse,
which separates the axon and the dendrite

• Ability to conduct electrical current is due to
two factors:
– Membrane electrical potential
– Permeability of the membrane to ions

• A measurable electrical
potential difference exists
across cell membrane (i.e.,
potential difference on outside
vs. inside of cell membrane)
– Inside of cell is negative

with respect to outside of
cell

– Potential difference results
from distribution of ions on
each side of a selectively
permeable membrane

– When nerve cell not
stimulated, potential
difference is called the
“resting potential”

Transmission of Nerve Signals--Overview

+ + +

+ + +

Membrane Potential

• Charge separation or potential difference
across the membrane inside surface (the
cytoplasm or axoplasm side) and the outside
surface (actually the space in between the
cell membrane and the myelin or the cell
membrane and the blood)

• Inside is negative with respect to the outside
– The electrical potential prior to nerve signal

conduction is called the membrane resting
potential

– Resting potential value:   ~ -70 mv
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Membrane Permeability
• The nerve cell membrane is semipermeable

– Allows potassium ions to leak slowly
across the membrane, but sodium and
chloride cannot cross the membrane

• The cell membrane has protein embedded
along its surface
– Proteins act like channels or gates allowing

ions to pass freely
– Protein gates are closed until the nerve is

stimulated
• The difference in distribution of K+ and Na+ on

either side of the membrane at equilibrium
creates the resting potential

• Unequal distribution of K+ and Na+ on each side of the
membrane

Data from Schmidt-Nielsen 1997
Squid giant axon

Cell Membrane Is Polarized

545510Magnesium (Mg)

10100.0003Calcium (Ca)

55057040Chloride (Cl)

47045050Sodium (Na)

1020400Potassium (K)

Sea WaterBlood
(Outside Cell)

Axoplasm
(Inside Cell)

Ion

Depolarization

• When stimuli are received (either electrical
stimuli from other nerves or peptide chemical
transmitters from neurosecretory cells), the
membrane begins to depolarize

• Proteins in the cell membrane change their
conformation and allow free passage of
sodium ions into the axoplasm

• This rush of positively charged Na causes the
membrane potential to change in the positive
direction

• The Na channel is called a voltage-gated
channel because it is triggered open by
electrical signal

Action Potential

• The opening of the sodium channels to
influx of Na along the length of the
nerve axon give rise to the action
potential

• However, there is a threshold of
membrane depolarization that must be
reached for the action potential to be
generated
– Once the action potential is generated its

amplitude is always the same
– The action potential propagates along the

axon without any loss in amplitude

Action Potential
• The change in electrical potential causes the

appearance of the action potential
– An all-or-none response

Modified from Randall et
al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms
& Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Opening & Closing of the Sodium Channel

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”
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Hyperpolarization

• Shortly after the sodium channel opens
up, a potassium channel also opens
– Note that the potassium channel works to

allow K back into the cell, but at a much
lower rate than the influx of Na ions

• Within a millisecond after the Na
channel opens, the membrane potential
continues past 0 mV to the positive side
of ~40 mV

Action Potential & Local Circuit Current

• Action potential is transmitted along the
length of the axon in one direction through a
mechanism called the local circuit current

• As the membrane in one area goes through
depolarization and then hyperpolarization, the
adjacent area also begins to depolarize,
triggering the action potential
– Thus the action potential moves like a wave along

the length of the axon until it reaches the synapse

Modified from Scientific American

Local Circuit Current Generation Propels the AP Down the Axon

Local Circuit Current Propagates the AP Down the Axon

Na Gate Opens

Adjacent Membrane Area Starts to Depolarize

Na Gate Closes

Threshold Reached, Na Gate Opens

Inside of Cell

Extracellular Fluid

Inside of Cell

Extracellular Fluid

Inside of Cell

Adopted from Randall et
al. 2002 “Eckert’s
Animal Physiology:
Mechanisms &
Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Repolarization & Return
of Resting Potential

• After the action potential passes a specific
location along the axon, the sodium gate
closes, stopping the influx of ions

• Potassium efflux slows, but it takes several
milliseconds longer before its channel closes
and efflux stops

• Meanwhile the membrane potential falls back
through zero until it reaches the initial resting
state
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The Synapse

• The action potential stops at the synapse,
where there is a small gap between the axon
and the dendrite of the next nerve cell

• The action potential stimulates the release of
the neurotransmitter chemical acetylcholine
stored in vesicles in the presynaptic cell
axoplasm

• ACh diffuses across the gap to the post
synaptic membrane

Modified from Scientific American

The AP actually stimulate opening of Ca channels, causing influx of
Ca+2.  This influx triggers exocytosis of vesicles containing
acetylcholine (ACh) molecules.

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002
“Eckert’s Animal Physiology:
Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

ACh is released in packets (quanta) of about 1000-10000
molecules.  ACh diffuses to receptors on postsynaptic membrane,
opening an Na+ channel.

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Fast ACh Receptor (Ionotropic Receptor)

ACh binds directly to
receptor, opening up
Na+ channel

Adopted from Randall et al.
2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms &
Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Slow ACh Receptor (Metabotropic)

Sodium binds to receptor, triggering reaction
with signaling protein (G protein) that causes
nearby Na+ channel to open

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal Physiology:
Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”
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Acetylcholine Receptors

• Embedded in the post synaptic membrane are
protein receptors

• ACh binds to the ACh receptors, causing a
conformation change in the protein and increase
in permeability to sodium (Fast Receptor)
– The ACh receptor is a ligand-gated channel

• Sodium moves into the axoplasm, eventually
triggering another action potential

• However, the response is graded as opposed to
what happens in the pre synaptic axon
– There is a threshold for number of ACh molecules

that must bind to the receptor

Release of ACh, Binding to Fast ACh Receptor, Influx of Sodium

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Release of ACh, Binding to Slow ACh Receptor, Change in
Conformation of G Protein, Interaction with Nearby Na+ Channel

Adopted from Randall et al. 2002 “Eckert’s Animal
Physiology:  Mechanisms & Adaptations” 5th Ed.”

Modulating ACh Concentration

• The ACh only stays bound to the receptor a
short time

• It disassociates from the receptor and can
then bind to other receptors on the membrane

• However, the membrane is also rich in an
enzyme called acetylcholinesterase that
hydrolyzes the ACh
– ACh has about an equal chance of binding with

the receptor as it does with the enzyme

ACh is removed from the synapse when it binds to the
membrane enzyme, acetylcholinesterase (AChE)

Schematic of ACh bound to AChE at two specific
sites.  Choline is rapidly cleaved off, leaving just the
acyl group.  But the acyl group is very rapidly
hydrolyzed to regenerate the enzyme active sites for
further reaction.

Acyl Functional Group Choline
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E + AX EAX EA + X E + A

k1

k-1

k2 k3

E = Acetylcholinesterase Enzyme

AX = Acetylcholine

X = Choline Leaving Group

A = Acyl group 

ACh / AChE Interaction Kinetics
Inhibitory Signals

• In addition to the stimulatory signal of
acetylcholine, the pre-synaptic axon can also
release an inhibitory neurotransmitter

• GABA diffuses across the synapse and binds
with GABA receptors

• Causes protein to change configuration and
permit the influx of chloride ions

• Chloride ions cause hyperpolarization of the
membrane in the negative direction, making it
more difficult to evoke an action potential
when stimulated 

HO C CH
2

CH
2 CH

2

NH
2

O

Vulnerability of Nervous System to
Attack by Insecticides

• Nerve physiology is universally similar
among all vertebrates and invertebrates

• Thus, pesticides with pharmacodynamic
actions on nerve tissue is likely to be
toxic to a wide range of animals

• The nervous system is vulnerable to
toxicosis at two levels
– Ion Channels
– Synapse

Pyrethroid Insecticides and DDT

• Disrupt functioning of sodium channel on the
axon
– Prevent sodium channel from closing
– Thus, threshold for generation of new action

potentials is lowered
• The inhibitory activity is inversely related to

temperature
• Acute toxicity of DDT and pyrethroids to

mammals is moderate to low
– i.e., LD50’s in the hundreds or greater

Pyrethroid Insecticides Note

• Pyrethroids are synthetic versions of pyrethrins, the
constituents of the botanical extract pyrethrum from
Chrysanthenum cinnaerifolium
– They are stable to UV catalyzed photodegradation

• Pyrethroids are used at low application rates of ~0.1
lb/acre
– Older insecticides are used at rates of at least 1

lb/acre
• Pyrethroids have become important urban use

insecticides as the older organophosphorus
insecticides have been removed form all urban uses
(indoor & outdoor)

• Water monitoring studies in California are now
starting to show the presence of pyrethroid residues,
but the greatest masses will be bound to sediment
owing to very low water solubility

All Pyrethroids Have Similar Modes of
Biochemical Action But Bind With Different Parts

of the Sodium Channel Protein

• Two classes of pyrethroids:  I & II
– Characterized by how long sodium channel

is held open
– Bind to different regions of the channel

(i.e., different protein binding regions)
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Type I Pyrethroid Insecticides

Characteristic Signs of Toxicity:  severe fine tremor, marked
reflex hyperexcitability, sympathetic nervous system
activation, paresthesia

Type II Pyrethroid Insecticides
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Note the cyano
functional group

Characteristic signs of toxicity:  Profuse watery salivation, coarse
tremor, increased extensor tone, moderat reflex hyperexcitability,
sympathetic activation, choreoathetosis, seizures, paresthesia

Prolongation of Sodium Channel Currents by
Type I and II Pyrethroids

           33Rat skeletal muscleDeltamethrin (II)
           14Rat skeletal muscleFenvalerate (II)

5.8Rat skeletal muscleCismethrin (I)
        1772Frog nerve fiberDeltamethrin (II)
          463Frog nerve fiberFenvalerate (I)
            21Frog nerve fiberCismethrin (I)

7.3Frog nerve fiberPermethrin (I)
         112Rat dorsal root ganglionFenvalerate (II)

7.1Rat dorsal root ganglionTetramethrin (I)
1.3Rat dorsal root ganglionControl

Time Constant
(msec)

In Vitro Test
System

Pyrethroid (Type)

Adapted from Ray (2001) Handbook Pesticide Toxicology

Factors Making Pyrethroids Selective for Insects
and of Low Toxicity to Mammals & Birds

3xLowHighBody Size

3xLowHighEnzymatic Action

Detoxification Rate

5XSlowFastRecovery

10xHighLowIntrinsic Sensitivity

5xHigh (variable
temp.)

Low (37 C)Temperature
Dependence

Potency on Nerve

DifferenceInsectsMammalsSelectivity Factor

(Based on Narahashi 2001


